
FINDING THE DEBATE  
Competing Visions: Exploitation or Conservation in the West?  
 
Lansford W. Hastings, describing the future of California and Oregon, The Emigrant's Guide to 
Oregon and California (1846) 
 
[T]his infant country… is destined, in a very few years, to exceed by far, that of any other country of the same 
extent and population, in any portion of the known world.  … [T]here is no country … possessing a soil so fertile 
and productive, with such varied and inexhaustible resources, and a climate of such mildness, uniformity and 
salubrity; nor is there a country, in my opinion, now known, which is so eminently calculated, by nature herself, in 
all respects, to promote the unbounded happiness and prosperity, of civilized and enlightened man. … 
 
In view of their increasing population, accumulating wealth, and growing prosperity, I can not but believe, that the 
time is not distant, when those wild forests, trackless plains, untrodden valleys, and the unbounded ocean, will 
present one grand scene, of continuous improvements, universal enterprise, and unparalleled commerce: when those 
vast forests, shall have disappeared, before the hardy pioneer; those extensive plains, shall abound with innumerable 
herds, of domestic animals; those fertile valleys, shall groan under the immense weight of their abundant products: 
when those numerous rivers shall team [sic] with countless steam-boats, steam-ships, ships, barques and brigs; 
when the entire country, will be everywhere intersected, with turnpike roads, rail-roads and canals; and when, all the 
vastly numerous, and rich resources, of that now, almost unknown region, will be fully and advantageously 
developed. … [W]e are also led to contemplate the time, as fast approaching, when the supreme darkness of 
ignorance, superstition, and despotism, which now, so entirely pervade many portions of those remote regions, will 
have fled forever, before the march of civilization …[These accomplishments] shall forever stand forth, as enduring 
monuments, to the increasing wisdom of man, and the infinite kindness and protection, of an all-wise, and 
overruling Providence.   
 
----------------------- 
 
George Perkins Marsh, Man and Nature, 1864 
 
Man has too long forgotten that the earth was given to him for usufruct alone, not for consumption, still less for 
profligate waste. … But man is everywhere a disturbing agent. Wherever he plants his foot, the harmonies of nature 
are turned to discords. … Indigenous vegetable and animal species are extirpated, and supplanted by others of 
foreign origin … and the face of the earth is either laid bare or covered with a new and reluctant growth of 
vegetable forms, and with alien tribes of animal life. … The terrible destructiveness of man is remarkably 
exemplified in the chase of large mammalia and birds for single products… The wild cattle of South America are 
slaughtered by millions for their hides and horns; the buffalo of North America for his skin or his tongue … What a 
vast amount of human nutriment, of bone, and of other animal products valuable in the arts, is thus recklessly 
squandered! … 
 
He has felled the forests whose network of fibrous roots bound the mould to the rocky skeleton of the earth; but had 
he allowed here and there a belt of woodland to reproduce itself by spontaneous propagation, most of the mischiefs 
which his reckless destruction of the natural protection of the soil has occasioned would have been averted. He has 
broken up the mountain reservoirs, the percolation of whose waters through unseen channels supplied the fountains 
that refreshed his cattle and fertilized his fields…  
 
… The ravages committed by man subvert the relations and destroy the balance which nature had established 
between her organized and her inorganic creations … When the forest is gone, the great reservoir of moisture stored 
up in its vegetable mould is evaporated, and returns only in deluges of rain to wash away the parched dust into 
which that mould has been converted. The well-wooded and humid hills are turned to ridges of dry rock, which 
encumbers the low grounds and chokes the watercourses with its debris, and … becomes an assemblage of bald 
mountains, of barren, turfless hills, and of swampy and malarious plains.  


